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During semester two 2007 I presented a teaching unit to final year Creative Arts 
students from Melbourne University titled MATERIAL PRACTICE. Along with fellow 
artist Jennifer Mills and with technical assistance from Steve Cottrill we worked 
with thirty-two participating students from various backgrounds and degrees of 
experience in the visual arts. The culmination of the teaching unit, presented at the 
George Paton Gallery was a ‘duplex’ exhibition, two exhibitions within a three 
week period; MATERIAL PRACTICE A & B. 

MATERIAL PRACTICE was a studio-based project focussing on the materiality and 
‘lived-in’ experience of an art practice. The stated objective was for the 
participating students to fully engage with a limited range of materials or a single 
media; be they textiles, paint media, audio-visual, Claymation, sculptural media 
etc. and to allow a relationship to form between the material and the student in 
the making of the thing, for each student to be guided by what the material 
allowed them to do without intellectualising or loading the work with subtext or 
rushing ahead to conceptualise the finished work.  

From the outset, students were allocated a two by two metre space in the George 
Paton Gallery. By keeping their allotted space in mind students were encouraged 
to think in terms of process and installation rather than the production of individual 
artworks that might hang on the gallery wall. Media and  techniques displayed in 
the exhibition ranged from painting, animation, photography, Perspex mobiles, 
sticky tape, shoes and cobbling materials, text, '80s derived synth pop recordings, 
marbling, frottage, assemblage, Rayograms, girl-graffiti installation, photography, 
sculptural eggs, celebrity paraphernalia, wax landscapes and more. 
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